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Please write your group number on your exam sheet. This exam is composed of 3 independent excercises.
Each function must be written in Python, and you should give the utilization constraints for each one.
However, documentation is not asked unless the question explicitly mentions it.

Exercice 1 : Understanding of code

Question 1 For every one of the following 3 expressions, please indicate the value. Please write “error” if you
think that a given expression is not correct and explain what causes this error.

1. '3' * '4' 2. '3' + '4' 3. "Test" != " Test"

Question 2 For everyone of the following code snippets, please indicate the value and type (int, float, etc.)
associated to the variable x1 (for the question 4) and x2 (for the question 5). Please, write “error” if any
part of the code produces error and explain the reason.

4. x1 = ['un', 'deux', 'trois']
x1.append('quatre')
x1[0] = '1'

5. x2 = 0
for i in range(1, 5, 2) :

x2 = x2 + i

Exercice 2 : Divisible integers

You are given the implementation of is_divisible().

def is_divisible(n,p) :
""" Returns true if n is divisible by p, false otherwise
Parameters : n and p, integers
Returned value : bool
Use constraint : p is not null
Examples :
>>> is_divisible(6,2)
True
>>> is_divisible(7,2)
False
"""
return (n % p) == 0

We consider that an integer satisfies the property P1, if it is divisible by 2, 3 or 5 but not by 7.

Question 1 Using the documentation and implementation of is_divisible(), please implement
satisfies_P1() that returns True if an input integer parameter n satisfies the property P1 and
False, otherwise.
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For instance, satisfies_P1(10) return True and satisfies_P1(14) returns False.

Question 2 Using the implementation of satisfies_P1(), please write together with its full documen-
tation a function sum_P1() that takes a positive integer n as input and returns the sum of the positive
integers less or equal to n satisfying the property P1.
For instance sum_P1(3) returns 5 as 0 and 1 do not satisfy property P1 and 2 and 3 do satisfy P1.

Question 3 Using the function sum_P1() write a function sum_P1_reaches_threshold() that takes one
positive integer threshold as parameter and returns the smallest positive integer n such that the value
of sum_P1(n) is greater or equal to threshold.
For example, sum_P1_reaches_threshold(2021) returns 81 because sum_P1(80) returns 2003 and
sum_P1(81) returns 2084.

Exercice 3 : Boxing Team

In the university boxing championship, there are 3 categories of weight, numbered by 1, 2 and 3 :

• category 1 : 64-73 kg (including the 64 and 73)
• category 2 : 74-83 kg (including the 74 and 83)
• category 3 : 84-93 kg (including the 84 and 93)

In order to simplify the exercise, we are only considering the “categorized” values, that is the integer values
belonging to one of the aforementioned categories, within the closed intervals. A team is composed of a list of
categorized weights.

Note : randint(a,b) generates a random integer number between a and b (a and b included) .

Question 1 Write a function generates_team() that takes a positive integer n as parameter and returns a
list of size n comprised of randomly generated categorized weights. For instance generates_team(5) may
return [86, 71, 77, 64, 92].

Question 2 Write a function give_category() that takes a categorized weight and returns the category
number this weight belongs to. For example, give_category(80) returns 2.

In preparation for the competitions, the boxers of the team must be able to fight against at least one teammate
from the same weight category.

Question 3 Using the function give_category() implement a function preparation_possible() that takes
as parameter a team and a category number and returns true if the boxers of this category can do
preparation exercise for the competition, that is :

• at least two boxers of the list belong to this category, or
• the list does not contain a boxer from this category.

For instance :

• preparation_possible([79, 67, 86, 69, 83, 71, 64, 75], 2) returns True
• preparation_possible([79, 67, 86, 69, 83, 71, 64, 75], 3) returns False
• preparation_possible([79, 83, 86, 83, 75, 83, 90, 89], 1) returns True

Question 4 Using give_category(), write a function give_teammate() that takes as parameter a team (a
list of categorized weights) and an index representing a boxer within this list and returns the index of a
teammate from the same category (supposing that such a teammate exists). The returned index is such
that :

• it is the smallest possible,
• it is different from the one passed as parameter.

For example :

• give_teammate([79, 67, 86, 69, 83, 71, 64, 75], 1) returns 3
• give_teammate([79, 67, 86, 69, 83, 71, 64, 75], 4) returns 0
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